Brownie Girl Scout Try-Its
Explore the Discovery Center’s four galleries and check off the activities you finished for your Try-Its.
Return this sheet to your troop leader to apply towards your badges. Enjoy your visit!



Discovery Center Gallery

Try-It Badge

Activity

What I Did . . .

Fantastic You (Shadow Room)

Me & My Shadow

Shadow Tag

Fantastic You (Shadow Room)

Me & My Shadow

Shadow Animals

Fantastic You (Mr. Bones)

My Body

Pulse

Fantastic You (You Can Do It!)

World in My Community Getting Around

Your Town (Theater)

Animals

Creature Moves

Your Town (Theater)

Creative Composing

Compose a Play

Your Town (Theater)

Dancercize

A Dance Story

Your Town (Theater)

Let’s Pretend

Be a Mime

Your Town (Theater)

Let’s Pretend

If You Were . . .

Your Town (Theater)

Let’s Pretend

Dress It Up

Your Town

Careers

Career Charades Pretended to be different community helpers such as a
judge, police officer, mail carrier, fire fighter or bank teller

Your Town (Grocery Store)

Cookies Count

Cookie Talk

Practiced selling cookies and other items to customers.

Your Town (Grocery Store)

Cookies Count

Fun on the Job

Checked out how the products were displayed in the
store.

Your Town (Imagination Station) Point, Click & Go

Playing a Game

Asked a family member to help with a computer game
and played it with a friend.

Your Town (Imagination Station) Point, Click & Go

Creating

Drew shapes like circles, squares, ovals and stars on the
computer to make my own designs.

Your Town (Imagination Station) Puppets, Dolls & Play

Safety Play

Created a puppet show about safety do’s and don’ts.

Hawaiian Rainbows

Wave the Flag

Through the Years Explored who lived in my community before me and how
they lived.

Your Rainbow World

World in My Community Culture Sleuth

Learned about the history, customs and heritage of
different ethnic groups found in my community.

Your Rainbow World

Around the World

Read a story about a family from another country.

Books

Name: ______________________________________________

Played a game of shadow tag by tagging someone else’s
shadow rather than their body.
Used my hands to create different animals.
Checked my pulse for one minute before and after riding
the bicycle.
Used a wheelchair to understand what life is like for my
friends with disabilities.
Played animal charades by acting like different animals.
Made up a play about something that happened to me.
Created a one-person play and performed it for others.
Used dance to tell a story. Used movement to express
feelings such as excitement, fear, sadness or surprise.
Acted out familiar activities (such as holding something
fragile or holding something heavy) and different scenes
(such as toasting marshmallows).
Acted out a machine with 2 or 3 friends (such as a
washing machine, a train, or a computer).
Pretended to be different people in different clothes.

Date of Visit: __________________________

